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Nathaniel Bronner Jr.: Welcome to brothers of the word, because brother you 
need the word.  And, today our scripture will be coming from the book of 
Deuteronomy 30th chapter, the 19th verse. And, this is the verse that you have heard 
many times before.  And it reads, “I call heaven and earth to record this day against 
you, that I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing, therefore choose 
life that both thou and thy seed may live.” Now, let me read that in the new living 
translation it’s a little bit clear. “Today, I have given you the choice between life and 
death, between blessings and curses. I call on heaven and earth to witness the 
choice you make or that you would choose life that you and your descendants might 
live.” 
 
Do you know something, when you can imagine that heaven itself is looking on the 
choices you make?  Do you know that we make different choices, when people are 
looking at us?  It is a whole lot of stuff that you would have not done, if mama was 
looking at you.  It is a whole lot of stuff you would not have done if daddy was 
looking at you.  It is a lot of stuff you would not have done that even the Preacher 
was looking at you.  Have you seen some people and there talking in certain way, 
“Shhhh …the Preacher is coming around,” and if you would not do this stuff, when 
the preacher was around.  What about when the host of heavenlies?  What about 
when God himself is looking?  And, it is I call heaven to witness there choices that 
you make. 
 
I just finished a series called the Ten Most Important Decisions of Life.  Those 10 
decisions, they have been outland, but this is more or less almost in epilogs to that 
and if you want to hear those 10 most important decisions of life, just go to 
AirJesus.com, click series and you be able to listen to the series. But, today I want 
to deal with what the bible calls it, “Life and Death, Blessings and Curses.” They 
are talking about here two extremes, one good, one bad. And, you know life is one 
extreme, death is the entire opposite extreme and blessing is one extreme and 
cursing that is an entirely opposite extreme. I want to use something that God 
bereaved as he sets, speak about this in this terminology and perhaps you can 
remember it better that whenever you have to make decisions in today’s sermon is 
simply entitled Growth or Grief. 
 
Growth or grief, now growth and there definition that we are going to use today is 
simply this, it means over the long term, this will make my life better. That is what 
growth is over along term, this will make my life better. Grief is over the long term, 
this will make my life worst and every decision that you make or take will cause in 
your life, are the growth or grief. Every decision that you make it will cause your 
relationships to either grow or have grief. It will cause your money to either grow or 
to call you to go in debt. It will cause your health and your lifespan to either grow or 
cause you to get sicker and die quicker. Every decision that you make is a decision 
of growth or grief and that we can understand it in this terms, it might help 
someone, who is listening to this message right now that the next time you have to 
make a major or a minor decision, often times major decisions are just a series of 
minor decisions. You know you often find when people do stupid stuff in big things, 



if you check them in little things, their doing stupid stuff in little things. They do 
not just get to a great big thing and just act a fool. When you really check life 
closely, there making stupid decisions even in smaller things.  They are making 
decisions that lead to grief and the vast majority of times, when you find someone 
whose got a lot of grief and you check there decisions. They have made decisions for 
grief instead of decisions for growth. Grow or grieve.  
 
You know successful people, they think long term. You all said long term. Long 
term, they think long term. So, whenever you get around anyone who is successful, 
you find that they have done some extended long term planning. They have plan for 
the future, they have strategize, they have fought things out, they are practical, 
biological, they have used there wisdom.  When ever you find someone who is truly 
successful, they have planned for stuff caused stuff does not just happen.  They have 
planned for there growth in their life. And, I am telling you people, you also plan for 
grief. You may not think so consciously, but you do. 
 
Successful people plan long term, those burdened with grief usually plan short 
term. Let me give me this as an example of short term pleasure, probably one of the 
most intense short term pleasures that you will ever had, no it is not that, I know 
what you are thinking. I am feeling I know what you are thinking. Probably one of 
the most intense short term pleasure, that ever had is heroine.  Heroine, did you 
ever study it, ever talked to a heroine addict?  The first shot of Heroine, releases a 
flood of endorphins and all types of chemicals in the brain. And, it will send a 
person who tries heroine for the first time.  It sends them in a state of ecstasy that 
is absolutely unparallel. But, the problem is this, they only get it one time and 
Heroine addicts will spend the rest of their life shooting up, trying to get the high of 
that 1st try and it never comes back and that thing does not last long. But, it is one 
of the most intense pleasures and ecstasies that you will ever have is just that first 
shot of heroine, but if you ever see a heroine addict they are always  full of grief.  
That moment of pleasure longed in the past, they have wrecked there bodies, they 
have wrecked there finances and there shooting up with a heroine just to keep the 
pain away and just to keep him getting sick.  It is one of the most extreme examples 
of thinking for short term pleasure. I got news for you people, life itself is short. 
 
Joe said that men born of woman is of few days and full of trouble and the more you 
live the more you will understand how few these days are. Seventy years will go by 
in a flash and we need to plan, but all through times the difference between, 
whether you have 70 years or 60 years or 90 years, it depends upon whether you 
make decisions for growth or grief. If you smoke on a cigarette, you are making 
decisions for grief. You are making decision that said, “I am going to have trouble 
down the road and I will make this decision everyday with every single puff. And, 
all of you have to do is ask your self one question to determine whether this decision 
is going to be growth or grief. Just one question, what will this do for me in one 
hour? Have you just asked yourself that question, what will this do for me in one 
hour? Then you go to, what will this do for me in one day? 
 



Let me give you an example what I have said, I have some problems with certain 
things, one of the things I have problems with is I am Mr. Goodbars.  I just telling 
you that, I am not like a heroine addict, but the Mr. Goodbars, called out to me 
almost as loud as heroine does to heroine addict and all of that stuff that you deal 
with in one form or another, it is a part of a human flesh. Mine is just Mr. Goodbars 
and they still miss the goodbars every plan.  And, it is a good thing, it even tells you 
who you hang around, your friends make a difference.  I like Mr. Goodbars, they do 
not sell Mr. Goodbars at the movie theater but what they do sell are Goobers.  And, 
Goobers are just about as good as Mr. Goodbars.  So, I always get me two boxes of 
Goobers, when I go to the movie theater.  Pun is always with me.  And one day, Pun 
said, “Let me try those Goobers.”  And, I gave Pun some of my Goobers.   And, as 
Pun was eating the Goobers, Pun said, “These Goobers are good.”  He ended up ate 
all my Goobers.  And then, the next time we went to the movies, guess what 
happened?  She bought us some Goobers.  That is why if you hang around a goober, 
your life will be gooberized.  You understand that? 
 
It makes the difference and goes back to that first decision of your friends.  It makes 
a difference, who you hang around, because whoever you hang around, you pick up 
their habits good or bad.  Pun was eating Goobers, because her husband was eating 
Goobers.  And, if you hang around goober long enough, sooner or later you will start 
acting like a goober.  So, I have a problem, just what with Mr. Goodbars and I have 
to ask myself, every time I make a decision, that I always buy two of them, when I 
buy.  I ought to just get one, but I do not.  You all know and I knew that, but I 
always have to get any.  And, sometimes I rash an elbow but if I do not get one, I 
might as well get two. You understand what I am saying?  Crazy thinking, crazy 
thinking, but all of us do some crazy thinking at times. 
 
In one hour, those two Mr. Goodbars will cause my face to get extremely odd.  Most 
of the time, it will put a bulk that I got, for some reason extremely, extremely 
sensitive skin.  A lot of people said, “Pastor, your skin is just like a baby’s.  It is just 
so smooth.  It is smooth but it is sensitive.”  So, if I do bad stuff, it pops out on my 
skin instantly.  So, I know when I eat those two Mr. Goodbars, I know in one hour 
there is a Goodbars are good, going down.  They do not call it a Goodbars for 
nothing.  They are good going down.  But, I know in one hour, I am going to have 
grease and oil on my skin and most likely a bunk from those Mr.  Goodbars.  And, 
guess if my skin reacts just as I said.  So in one hour, but this is the problem, you all 
say, this is the problem.  (Crowd says this is the problem)  With all my intelligence, 
I understand the chemistry behind it I understand all that about the lipids, I 
understand all of that stuff.  But, with all of that knowledge, all of this wisdom, still 
you are so still.  See that is many of your problems right there, it is the still.  Yes, 
all of this knowledge and sometimes when you go up against from growth or grief 
decision, still, with all of that knowledge, you still pick the decision of grief. 
 
So, I have those problems and so do you, but as I grow in wisdom, I eat less and less 
and less Mr. Goodbars.  The Last time I went to the movie, I took my son to the 
movie yesterday, I passed by the counter totally and I bought no Goobers.  So, I am 



growing, and I am getting stronger and I am making more decisions for growth than 
grief.  All of us have to grow. So, what would this do for me in one hour?  What 
would this do for me in one day?  What would this do for me in one week?  In one 
month?  In one year?  In one decade, in one lifetime?  See some of you have an issue 
with talking and saying stuff that you have no business saying, because you just 
feel like saying it.  You understand what I am saying?  You just feel like it and 
when you say it, you feel good that you have just told that person, but the problem 
is, (Crowd says problem).  You all say the problem.  The problem is you know that 
after you had just told this person, it feels good for one hour. But, you know one 
week later, they are still going to be remembering in those words as you spoke in 
anger and in spite are still going to be ringing in that person’s ears, a week later.  
And, if it is a woman, it is going to be a year later.  It is going to be a year later.  
And, those words that you spoke and sometimes it is a whole decade later.  So you 
need to ask yourself, the words I am about to speak, “Is this going to bring growth 
to my relationship or is this going to bring grief?” 
 
Yes, it may give me some quick gratification; yes, it may help me get some of 
this frustration off my chest, but if this thing going to bring growth or is it 
going to bring grief, to my relationship.  And if we can learn to ask ourselves 
that question of growth or grief, we will start having some different actions 
and we will start making some different decisions.  And, we are faced with so 
many of the growth or grief. Sometimes we just want to have fun and see if 
you want to have fun, you need to hang out with somebody who is a fun-
loving person.  But, the problem with most fun-loving people is that they 
headed more at grief than growth.  And, they will get you into situation their 
fun for the night, but when you wake up in the morning, you got a hangover, 
you do not know where your clothes are, and sometimes you might even not 
know where you are.  So, when you all you know, when you wake up is that 
you had a good time last night, but you might be paying for that for the rest 
of your life and that quick satisfaction could end up causing you grief for the 
rest of your life. 
 
Growth or Grief, so many of our decisions, when Joseph was working in 
Paranthropus house and Paranthropus’ wife came to Joseph and tried to get 
Joseph to sleep with her.  Joseph could have had an instant moment of 
gratification, but if Joseph knew, “That if I do this, I am not only going to 
displease my master, but I am going to displease God Almighty.”  And I 
choose the path of growth and most of the time, the path of growth entails 
temporary pain. 
 
We have a class, an exercise class every Friday that we come and workout for 
an hour.  And, almost everyone in the class that I talked to, they are some 
part of their body is sore, from the pain, but it is causing growth in the 
physical health, but yet with growth we have to ask ourselves when you go to 
the class, is this growth or grief?  And, it is temporary grief, but it is long 
time growth.  Too often we go the other way and we get temporary growth for 



long term grief.  So, when we understand some things, we will understand 
how to make proper decisions on those choices.  See your ability to make good 
growth or good grief decisions, do I ever I had a good grief decisions?  But, 
you have made some, you have done some, later on you said, “Good grief, how 
in the world did I do that?”  You had a good grief decision?   Your ability to 
make good growth or good grief decisions basically centers around your 
ability for delaying gratification.  That is a real key.  Can you really learn 
how to delay getting satisfied right now? 
 
Some interesting study around 1970s, Psychologist Walton Mitchell, 
launched a classic experiment.  He led a series of four-year-olds in a room 
with a bell and a marshmallow.  If they rang the bell, he would come back 
and they could eat the marshmallow.  If however, they did not ring the bell 
and waited for him to come back on his own, they could have two 
marshmallows.  So, now imagine this and they videotaped these series of 
four-year-olds, you know how four-year-olds are.  Now, imagine four-year-olds 
and they had been told, “Look, if you ring the bell, you can get a 
marshmallow right now, but if you wait, until the man comes back, you can 
have double.  You get two marshmallows.”  And, what they have found, that 
some of the video, the children gets squirming, and kicking, and hiding their 
eyes and desperately trying to exercise self-control, so they can wait and get 
the two marshmallows.  Their performance is very wild, as some broke down 
and rang the bell within a minute.  Others lasted it up for 15 minutes.  But, 
this is the interesting thing about how the survey came out.  The children 
who waited longer went on to get higher SAT scores.  They got into better 
colleges and had an average, better adult outcomes.  The children, who rang 
the bell quickest, were more likely to become bullies.  They received the worst 
teacher and parental evaluations 10 years later and they were more likely to 
have drug problems in their 30’s. 
 
Now, this is what they got from four-year-olds, and they saw four-year-olds 
who could not delay gratification.  And, when you are able to delay 
gratification, you are able to make better decisions and you are more likely to 
make a growth decision instead of a grief decision, one marshmallow or two?  
Most people, if they are offered the choice of 10 dollars today or 11 dollars 
tomorrow, choose 10 dollars today.  But, if they are given the choice of 10 
dollars in one year or 11 dollars in one year and a day, people will choose the 
higher delayed amount.  There is a reason for that, if somebody offered you 
10 dollars a day or 11 dollars tomorrow, most people that give me the 10 
dollars, today.  But, if it is look, I will give you 10 dollars a year from now or 
11 dollars a year and one day from now.  Most people say, “I might as well 
just wait an extra day if I got to wait a year and a half.  They will take the 11 
dollars and what research has found is this, there are separate parts of the 
brain that governs instant gratification versus delayed gratification and the 
two are basically this, instant gratification is governed by emotions.  I want it 
now.  I want to buy this now.  I want to do this now.  Give it to me right now. 



 
Instant gratification is governed by emotion, but delayed gratification is 
governed by a different part of the brain that wisdom governs.  Do you know, 
your emotions will tell you to do some things that wisdom will not?  It is some 
stuff that you just wanted.  Do you all understand what I am saying?  If you 
really want to do this, is some stuff that you really just want to do.  What 
wisdom tells you, wisdom tells you things differently what emotion tells you? 
 
What all of the researchers has shown is that those, who are emotionally 
controlled, they will do things that the spur of the moment and they will not 
delay gratification and they are often more prone to make good grief 
decisions, instead of good growth decisions.  One marshmallow or two?  And 
it makes a difference people in how we handle.  It is like what happened with 
Abraham and Sarah.  God told Abraham, “I am going to bet you, I am going 
to make you father of these many nations.”  And he told Sarah, “You are 
going to have the best childhood ceremony and all.”  And, that was delayed 
gratification to the extreme.  This one was 90 something years-old.  God 
promised it.  God heard, she heard the angels, tell Abraham herself and she 
laughed and Sarah said, “Look, I am getting old.  Time is going on, I need a 
child today.  I need this thing now.  I need this now.”  And as a result, Sarah 
called Hagar, her maiden, and said, “Go and sleep with my husband and 
make a child.”  And when the child came, it brought Sarah nothing but grief, 
because she refused the delayed gratification and shows instant and it caused 
her a lifetime of grief. 
 
The decisions that you have to make, most of them, you can plainly place in 
the category that this thing is going to grow my life.  This thing is going to 
make me better, where often those things are delayed gratification.  And, 
there are so many things that you could look at and you will know right off to 
bet, this thing has a high probability to bring me grief.  But, it may feel good 
right now, but it has a high probability of bringing me grief down the road.  
The choice is always yours, but as you go out in life, everything that comes 
your way, ask yourself, “Good growth or good grief.” 
 
We thank you for joining us today at Brothers of The Word because brother, 
you need The Word.  Amen.  Amen. 
 


